We present some new relations between a continued fraction U.q/ of order 12 (established by M. S. M. Naika et al.) and U.q n / for n D 7; 9; 11; 13:
Introduction
Throughout the paper, we assume that jqj < 1: For a positive integer n; we use the following standard notation:
.a/ 0 WD .aI q/ 0 D 1;
.a/ n WD .aI q/ n D .1 aq n /:
In Chap. 16 of his Second Notebook [12, p. 197; 3, p. 34] , S. Ramanujan developed the theory of theta functions and his theta function is defined as follows:
Following Ramanujan [12, p. 197] , we define
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For the sake of convenience, we denote
The celebrated Rogers-Ramanujan continued fraction is defined as
On p. 365 of his Lost Notebook [13] , Ramanujan recorded five identities showing the relationships between R.q/ and five continued fractions R. q/; R.q 2 /; R.q 3 /; R.q 4 /; and R.q 5 /: He also recorded these identities at the scattered places of his Notebooks [12] . L. J. Rogers [14] established the modular equations relating R.q/ and R.q n / for n D 2; 3; 5; and 11. The last of these equations cannot be found in Ramanujan's works. For the proof of these equations, we can refer the reader, e.g., to [4] . Recently K. R. Vasuki and S. R. Swamy [19] found the modular equation relating R.q/ with R.q 7 /:
The Ramanujan's cubic continued fraction G.q/ is defined as follows: [18] established the modular relations between G.q/ and G.q n / for n D 2; 3; 5; 7; 11 and 13:
The Ramanujan Göllnitz-Gordon continued fraction [13, p. 44; 8; 9 ] is defined as follows: Motivated by the cited works on the continued fractions (1.1)-(1.3), in the present paper, we establish the relationship between the following continued fraction U.q/ and U.q n / for n D 2; 7; 9; 11 and 13 W U.q/ WD qf . q; q 11 / f . q 5 ; q 7 / q.1 q/ .1 q 3 / C q 3 .1 q 2 /.1 q 4 / .1 q 3 /.1 C q 6 / C q 3 .1 q 8 /.1 q 10 / .1 q 3 /.1 C q 12 / C . . . : (1.4)
The continued fraction (1.4) was established by M. S. M. Naika, et al.
[11] as a special case of a fascinating continued-fraction identity recorded by Ramanujan in his Second Notebook [12, p. 74] . Furthermore, they have also established a modular relationship between the continued fraction U.q/ and U.q n / with n D 3 and 5:
